SOLUTION OVERVIEW

CACHED CLOUD ACCELERATION
Enterprise Solution Built for the SMB
Morro delivers Cached Cloud Acceleration powered by
xCache for SMBs allowing for a fast, simple and affordable cloud
storage solution. Cached Cloud provides the ability for SMBs
handling large file sizes to especially benefit with gigabit speed
transfer to the CacheDrive, allowing employees to simply store
and move on while the CacheDrive takes care of the rest. xCache
also provides a smarter storage solution allowing customers to
free up their internet connection by accessing files from the cache
instead of the cloud.

The Benefits of Morro Data Cached Cloud Acceleration
It’s the best of both worlds - The power of the cloud with network-attached performance.

FAST TRANSFERS

ULTIMATE PERFORMANCE

FLEXIBLE

Big Data is here and files are getting
larger. FTP is manually intensive and error
prone. Cloud storage apps require the
PC to be active and take up limited disk
space. With Morro Data CacheDrive file
transfer is as easy as drag-and-drop.

The CacheDrive built on xCache
technology ensures active files are
available locally at gigabit LAN speeds,
making the cloud storage appear as if
on-premises.

Morro Data can make your Dropbox or
OneDrive faster. Simply connect your
account and use it to boost performance.
If you need a storage solution we offer
the Morro Cloud built on Amazon S3.

SMART

GLOBAL

COST EFFECTIVE

With Cached Cloud, files only need to be
transmitted once per location with all
users in that location accessing the locally
cached copy. The TARDDS sync
technology ensures files are fully deduped, saving on repeat transmissions.

Reduce VPN reliance with the Morro
Data Global File System. Files saved in
one location are available to all, while
permission controls provide fine grain
data security. IT managers can eliminate
complex VPN setup, enhancing group
productivity and user satisfaction.

With no per user fees, Morro Data is
more affordable and encourages
adoption across the company instead of
islanding users to reduce charges.
CacheDrive also saves on internet
bandwidth charges while the Global File
System eliminates complex VPNs.
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How it Works
Files are stored in the cloud, cached in the gateway, and synced globally.
MORRO CLOUD
Global File System. Files are stored in the cloud.

MCM

Team Portal

Manage all your devices from
one central location.

Users can access their files anywhere,
anytime from the web-based Team Portal.

http://abc-company.morrodata.com

Cache Drive
San Francisco

Client computers
connect to a cloud
storage gateway using
the local network.
Recently used files
are cached locally.

London

San Francisco

London

Files are downloaded once
and available at all locations.

Sync and share across networks.
Files are synchronized and
available at all locations.

“Morro Data has transformed how we transport files between our offices. With each office
coming online while the other is going offline efficient transferring of large files is top priority to
EIGHT25MEDIA. Morro’s Cache Cloud Acceleration allows our designers to upload large files in
seconds compared to the 30 to 40 minutes they were spending each day with our previous
cloud storage solution. We also love the cost savings from the bandwidth efficiency and
reduction in per user fees.”
– Head of Digital Strategy, EIGHT25MEDIA, Jahzeel Omar

Try Morro Data Today with a 30-Day Trial
Start Online www.morrodata.com/trial
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